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All Good Things
Jackson Browne

#----------------------------------PLEASE NOTE---------------------------------#
#This file is the author s own work and represents their interpretation of the #
#song. You may only use this file for private study, scholarship, or research. #
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#
From: rsn@aloha.EECS.Berkeley.EDU (Sekhar Narayanaswami)

Here s a song from Jackson Browne s latest album.

===========================
All Good Things
Jackson Browne
===========================

Verse 1:
[tab]         E
All good things gotta come to an end[/tab]
[tab]                    A                            E
The thrills have to fade before they come round again[/tab]
[tab]                  A                           C#m
The bills will be paid and the pleasure will mend[/tab]
[tab]         A     B                 E*
All good things gotta come to an end[/tab]

For E*, play the following:

[tab]E --4--2--5--4----|--4--2--5--4----|
B --5--4--5--5----|--5--4--5--5----|
G --4--4--6--4----|--4--4--6--4----|
D -----4--7-------|-----4--7-------|
A -----2--7-------|-----2--7-------|
E --------5-------|--------5-------|
  ^ . ^ . ^ . ^ .  ^ . ^ . ^ . ^ .[/tab]

Verse 2 (same chords as first verse):
God I wish I was home, laying round with my friends
The call of the wild, caution thrown to the wind
The fall of the child, where the longing begins
All good things gotta come to an end

[tab]       A
Like a river flows[/tab]
[tab]                E
Flowing till it ends in the sea[/tab]
[tab]  A
Our pleasure grows[/tab]



[tab]                B
Rolling till it ends in you and me[/tab]

Verse 3 (same chords as first verse):
Now as the dawn gathers into the sky
And legions of might go thundering by
And regions of light grow dim and then die
And we with our wings wait for morning to fly

Like a river flows
Flowing till it ends in the sea
Our pleasure grows
Rolling till it ends in you and me

[tab]               E
Here where the angels[/tab]
[tab]                      E
Have appeared and are gone[/tab]
[tab]                  A
Your face like an ember[/tab]
[tab]             E
Glows in the dark[/tab]
[tab]                    A
But I want you to remember[/tab]
[tab]                 C#m
All wild deeds live on[/tab]
[tab]         A
All good times[/tab]
[tab]         B
All good friends[/tab]

(same chords as first verse)
All good things gotta come to an end
The thrills have to fade before they come round again
The bills will be pade and the pleasure will mend
All good things gotta come to an end

[tab]         A
All good friends[/tab]
[tab]         B
All good friends[/tab]
[tab]         A       B
All good friends[/tab]
[tab]                 E*
Gotta come to an end[/tab]

Chords used:
E:      022100
A:      x02220
B:      x24442
C#m:    x46654

-----------------------------------------------------------------



Sekhar Narayanaswami                  rsn@aloha.eecs.berkeley.edu

"I wanna find myself a girl
Who can show me what laughter means
And we ll fill in the missing colors
In each others paint-by-number dreams"          -- Jackson Browne

"In my dreams I was drowning my sorrows
But my sorrows they learned to swim"            -- U2
-----------------------------------------------------------------


